
REQUEST A SAMPLE

Key Lime Flavor  Compound

CP-503 Ube Flavor Compound 1 kg jar

CP-592 Key Lime Flavor Compound 1 kg jar

CP-1106 Carrot Cake Flavor Compound 1 kg jar

CP-1019 Bergamot Flavor Compound 1 kg jar

Code  Description  Available in

Itaberco’s new Key Lime Flavor Compound allows you to infuse

beautiful, aromatic citrus notes into your desserts or beverages.

The �avor is both sweet and tart, providing the perfect balance.

 

Itaberco’s Key Lime Flavor Compound can be added to pie �llings,

custards, donut glaze, frozen desserts, and beverages. The versatility of this

�avor compound makes it a perfect go to for a unique citrus �avor pro�le.

Carrot  Cake Flavor  Compound

Itaberco’s Carrot Cake Flavor Compound is a rich and satisfying dessert 

�avor that is based on the classic carrot cake. Imagine for a moment being 

able to take a slice of your favorite carrot cake and blend it into any of your 

dessert or beverage applications – that’s what you will experience with

this Flavor Compound. 

 

This compound features a blend of warm and aromatic spices, along

with the sweet and earthy �avor of freshly grated carrots.

 

Itaberco’s Carrot Cake Flavor Compound can be used in a variety

of desserts, including cupcakes, cookies, and frozen desserts. It pairs well

with other ingredients like cream cheese frosting, vanilla, and caramel,

making it a versatile and delicious dessert �avor.

•  Natural  colors  and �avors  •  Vegan

•  Gluten Free    •  Kosher

•  Shel f  Stable,     •  Concentrated
  even af ter  opening     for  easy  to  use

For more information, please contact one of our product specialists

at 410.500.5160 or email us at info@itaberco.com

To update your email preferences or unsubscribe, please click here.

Itaberco - 363 Log Canoe Circle, Stevensville, MD 21666

Ingredients for a sweet life.

Summer Flavors
in full swing

Summer is almost here and so are
Itaberco’s new Flavor Compounds!

Ube Donut
Glaze

Key Lime
Pie Filling

Introducing our new summer �avors:
Ube, Carrot Cake, Bergamot, and Key Lime. 

Whether you're looking for something sweet and nutty like ube,
or tangy and aromatic like key lime, this summer is full of �avor.

Ube Flavor  Compound

Ube, also known as purple yam, is a vibrant and naturally sweet root vegetable 

that's popular in many Asian and Paci�c Islander cuisines. The �avor is sweet

and nutty, with a hint of vanilla, and has a distinctive purple color that makes

it instantly recognizable.

Use Itaberco’s Ube Flavor Compound to add a subtle nutty �avor

and beautiful purple hue to your favorite desserts— try it in cakes,

�mousse, tarts, ice cream, milkshakes and more!
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B ergamot Flavor  Compound

If you like incorporating tea into any of your desserts, you will love working

with Itaberco’s new Bergamot Flavor Compound. Bergamot tea, also

known as Earl Grey tea, has a citrus-like taste and refreshing aroma. 

 

At Itaberco, we are fans of cooking and baking with tea and we know how 

steeping it in desserts can be challenging and inconsistent. That’s why we 

created this �avor compound. To give the pastry chefs the quality and 

consistency they deserve. 

 

Pro tip: bake cupcakes with this �avor compound.

You will not be disappointed!
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Carrot Cake

Bergamot
Gelato
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